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Anti-war Professor loses law suit
SAN FRANCISCO, CA-In what
may be the last of the anti-war era
college trials, the California Supreme
C o u rt la s t w e e k e f f e c ti v e ly to ld a
p ro fesso r fire d fo r his a n ti-w a r activ ities

in 1972 that he could not have his job
back.
The case, one lawyer claims, means
college professors have a more limited
freedom of speech than other people do.
Specifically, the court refused to
review the case of former Stanford Prof.
H. Bruce Franklin, whom Stanford fired
in 1972 for making anti-war speeches
the previous year, and. Stanford
officials said, inciting students to not.
Franklin was suing to force Stanford
to reinstate him.
It was the only time Stanford ever
has fired a tenured professor.
"We are certainly gratified," says
David Heilbron, attorney for Stanford,
’

which at the time was widely-criticized
by some faculty groups for allegedly
trying to dampen the campus anti-war
m o v e m e n t by. p u n is h in g Franklin.
'•* "The university's position has been
vindicated," Heilbron asserts.

Franklin, now a professor at Rutgers
University, disagrees. "I am not the
main victim," he says. "The main
victim is the people who would hear
the (anti-war) view, the American
people."
Stanford fired Franklin for disrupting
a January, 1971 campus speech by
former U N Amb. Henry Cabot Lodge.
It also disciplined Franklin for allegedly
encouraging students to break into
Stanford's computation center -- where
the school conducted research for the
Pentagon -- and damage computers in

Adult learners organize into group
By Rick Miles
News Editor
With nearly one-third of GV’s student
body being 25 years old, or older, there
is a sizable adult learners population at
our campus. These older learners share
many difficulties common to fellow
students yet also have unique

difficulties. These difficulties involve
other committments such as marriage,
families, and careers. These create
additional demands on older learners.
Until recently this segment of our
student body had no representative
organization to assist them; however,
this is changing.
Through the
considerable support of GV staff and
faculty this dilemma is being addressed.
An office has been established (for this
term) to provide an on-campus location
for older learners to seek assistance.

The office is occupied by Darlene
Houle, a graduate student and adult
learner.
"We are here to provide any
assistance we can to fellow adult
learners. There has been a.great interest
and need among adult learners to have
this service available, and accessible for

H ni

them. This on-campus location makes
us accessible and our hours should
allow them to utilize our office."
As part of their committment to
providing assistance, Houle and other
adult learners have formed O.N.E., a
volunteer organization of adult learners
whose purpose is to provide support
and help to other adult learners. "The
concept of O.N.F.. is to help fellow
adult learners as they attempt to further
(heir educations. There is certainly a
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Student Run experimental Radio returns to Grand Valley State College
By Keith Cornell
Staff W riter
WSRX, Grand Valley State College’s
student run experimental radio station is
nearing final approval1by the GVSC
Board of Control. A subcommittee of
the Board ofControTchaifed by Provost
Glenn Niemeyer is studying the WSRX
plan presented to the Board of Control
at their last meeting, and is planning to
make a recommendation soon.
The new WSRX has chartered itself
as an organization in affiliation with
GVSC's Liberal Studies program and
was supported by a unanimous vote by
the Student Senate _on a resolution
calling for "the establishment of a
democratically governed, student run
experimental radio station." The new
station plans to include local bands,
new music, radio theatre, poetry, and

other experimental programming.
As o f the present, WSRX does not
have a concrete broadcast site. "The
main goal the station wants to achieve
is to have a, totally student run station
where people can experiment with new
forms of entertainment," commented
Oran Rankin, Assistant Manager of
WSRX. As of the moment, WSRX is
looking into the music listening lounge
at the Kirkhof Center as a tentative
future broadcast sight and hopes to be
on \the air sometime this semester.
WCKR ( the former inter-dorm radio)
has aided the station by donating
equipment to the station. WGVC-FM
also lent a helping hand by donating
equipment and returning one or two
thousand records which were original
property of WSRX.
T m extremely encouraged by the
co-operation shown by the Board cf

Control, Student Senate, faculty, and
the administration in establishing a
dem ocratic, student-run radio
organization," remarked Henry E.
Hardy, General Manager of WSRX.
Hardy was News Assignments Editor
for the old WSRX and served as Music
Director for WGVC-FM in 1984 and

I

1985. He also worked as a DJ at both
stations.
"I would like to especially thank
Sam Eiler for his co-operation in
returning many of the records which
were transfered to WGVC-FM after the
.

.
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Student governments threatened nationwide
Austin, Tx (CPS) -- University of Texas students
are up to their old anarchic ways again.
Some of them hope to abolish their student
government for the second time in five years, and
there are signs that, in the process, they may help
feed a reform wave now washing over student
governments nationwide.
Schools as diverse as Notre Dame, Washington,
Swarthmore and Minnesota - among dozens of others
-- have been grappling recently with measures to
restructure, weaken, and in some cases, get rid of
their student governments altogether.,
I wouldn't be the first time.
Five years ago, reformers at Texas, Georgia,
Virginia, Clinch Valley College, Oklahoma,
Arizona, Arkansas and Maryland, among other
campuses, moved to dissolve all or parts of their
campus governments.
In most cases, reformers argued the governments
were ineffective or meaningless. They actually
succeeded in abolishing governments at Texas and
Georgia.
At both those campuses, administrators eventually
helped rebuild student governments.
But now at Texas and some other campuses,
reformers are at it again.
In October UT sophomore Richard Munisteri,
along with a handful of fellow members of Young
conservatives of Texas, sued UT President William
Cunningham and Student Association President Scott
Scarborough for using SA's mandatory sudent service
fees to endorse certain Democratic candidates for state
office.
Before long, the controversy grew into an abolition
movement that collected some 700 signatures to get a
dissolution measure on the next campus ballot.
M unisteri now says his groups--CRAP
(Committee to Retire Aspiring Politicians) and
STOMP (Students Tired of Manipulative Politics)—
will "just sit on the issue” until spring.
"It took four years to get the issue of reinstating
the SA on the ballot. It took two weeks to get the
issue of dissolving it on the ballot," Munisteri says.
Such interest seems to be spreading.

The University of Tampa recently formed
committees to reorganize the student government and
its constitution. A Villanova junior, charging, "the
current government is inefficient and stagnant," is
fighting to eliminate two vice presidential positions
as part of a major reform proposal.
To forstall discontent, Brigham Young’s student
government has a hotline to let students air
complaints and a" student body president for a day"
contest, giving students a chance to learn firsthand
how their system works.
Swarthmore Student Council Co-President Raijen
Naidoo is proposing drastic changes in his
organization, and one SC member says the issue is,
"fantastic."
Similarly, the Western Michigan University
Student organization drew up its own restructuring
proposals in response to student dissatisfaction.
"I couldn’t tell you the first thing you're doing,"
complained a member of West Virginia's Board of
Governors when the BOG asked SA President to list
his accomplishments.
Florida's Student Senate, labelled "Kiddie
Congress," is "known as much fior their weekly
rubber-band fights and on-the-job pizza parties as
their awesome clout in controlling the purse strings,"
claimed the campus paper in a story about lack of
confidence in the Senate.
Missouri Western State College's student president
readily admits his Senate had, "a real priority
problem" when it held its longest debate of the year
to decide what color jackets senators should buy.
Students at the University of Missouri - St. Louis
and West Chester College in Pennsylvannia are
trying to fire their student presidents, and minority
groups are leading a fight to reform Washington's
Government.
Organized discontent is beginning to reach state
student organizations as well.
One shool has pulled out of the Washington
[State] Student Lobby while another three are
considering pulling out, partly because of "incredibly
sloppy management problems," says the student
president of U. Washington.

Students for a better and balanced Education
(SBBE), composed primarily of college republicans
members, tried to weaken New Mexico's student
government by drastically reducing its budget last
fall, hoping to deny school funding to gay and ethnic
groups.
While the republican effort lost by a 10-1 margin,
it did increase voter turnout in the subsequent
campus-wide election.
And though New Mexico's student government's
vote of confidence was strong, it was singular. At
many schools, talk of reform and reorganization
usually reflects a serious lack of confidence.
At Notre Dame, members of the Hall Presidents'
Council tried dissolving the Student Senate because
" it doesn't get anything done."

In Minnesota, Mankato State Student President
Natalie Tyrell leads a move to impeach the chair of
Minnesota's State Student Association.
And, as hapoened five years ago, dissatisfaction
with student governments is showing up in the
increasing number of absurdist candidacies.
Faced with a choice between silliness and
seriousness, Eastern Illinois students elected a
Silliness Party candidate running on a platform of
"graft, corruption and lies.”
At Mississippi, Opus the Penguin of "Bloom
County" fame finished second in the presidential race,
getting 778 votes to a human's 822.

One-fifth of Bradley University's student senators
resigned because their organization was "travelling
down the wrong road."

At Mayland, Monarchist Party Candidate King
Tom II, aka Thomas Cooper, won by promising "a
benevolent rule" and a "security moat circling the
campus filled with cold lager," after capturing the
endorsements of major campus organizations and
some administrators.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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need for this, but it's difficult getting
these adult learners involved because of
time conflicts, families, and the host of
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Published weekly during each.se m csier by the stu d en ts
of G rand Valley S tate College, K irkhof C en ter Allen

other difficulties they have. Hopefully,
with this on-campus location we can be
reached by them and more importantly,
they will respond We intend to keep
this a strictly volunteer organization
with no dues, or fees. Our services are
free. But to maintain and expand this
organization we need the support of
those students we're here for, the adult
learners. We need them to call, or
come in, for assistance . or just for
coffee."

dale M ichigan, 49401. T elephone 895-7803

O pinions expressed in che I a n th o rn are not necessarily
those of G rand Valley S tate College

Editor's Note: Interested adult
learners (25 >rs and olden can call
Darlene Houle, 8*75-332 1. or stop in
room 227 Mak
Office hours are
T W.TH 9a m -5p m

FREE ADVICE WHENEVER
Y O U NEED
Ask our pharmocist any questions, at any time, on
any of your health needs, non-prescription or
prescription, vitomins, remedies or other items.

Q U ESTIO N S O N HEALTH
OR RELATED TOPICS?
Our Pharmacist can help you

FREE BLOOD PRESSURE CLINICS
1ST WED. O F EVERY M O N TH

10%
Senior G tizen Discount

LOW DISCOUNT PRICES
Call us at 453-4980 — Well glodly quote you a price
on your prescription.

FAST. FRIENDLY PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

EA SY P R ESCR IPTIO N
TR A N S FE R SERVICE
Just bring us the bottle, we w ill do the rest.
W hile you're here, browse through our large
American Greeting Card and G ift department, find
your favorite cosmetics from Kevlon, Loreal, A ziza ,
Maybelline, Cover G irl and more. Plus — School and
office supplies, jewelry, personal care appliances,
photo supplies, toys, candy end convenience foods_
and more!

PIERSMA PHARMACY, “ your full
service drug store and more "
also provides:
• Free U tility Bill Collection
• One Day Dry Cleaning Service
• Copy Machine Service — 15'*
• Postage Stamps
• Large Selection of Generic Drugs
• Russell Stover Candy
• Next Day or Free Photo Finishing 6 Days a Week
• 10% Senior Citizen Prescription Discount
• Computerized Prescription Records

mo*!

VV*
3rd party insurance programs inducting Medicaid
Grand Willey Health Plan. BCBS. PCS. PAIO. MESSA. SET. Health
Care Network. teamsters, Aetna, travelers, Medimet and others.

~Y0UR fUU SERVICE DRUG STORE AND MORT

HERSMA'S
P H A R M A C Y 3! *
447 Staodele P in
453-4910

6157 Ldt« HidrigM £>r.

v t Men. Sal.

*■* Mon.-fri.. *-4 Sal.

•45-4351
A llendale
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C O M E J O IN A
R E W A R D IN G A D V E N T U R E A T G V S C
Family Health Care
at its Best
We are looking for Resident Assistants/Ravine Apartment
Managers for the 1986-87 academic year.

STANDALE MEDICAL CENTER
3950 Lake Michigan Dr., N.W.
Grand Rapids, MI 49504

Dr. Norman Weber, D.O.
Dr. Earle Reynolds, D.O.
Dr. Roy Button, D.O.

INFORMATION SESSIONS

*
*
#

* M onday, Feb. 3
Tuesday, Feb. 4

Minor Surgery
Pediatrics
Physical Therapy
Gynecology

Allergies
Laboratory
X-rays,
Obstetrics

7:30 pm
9 :30 pm

Physician on call at all times, call: 453-2429.
Office ho r
_
7 minutes east of campus

*
*

Com m ons North Dining Room

'

Applications available beginning Feb. 3 at the

L a d ie s ’ F a c to ry O u t le t
,t

1

1110

I

Ladies’ Clothing from Teens
to Queens

GARMENT

L

HOUSING OFFICE
225 Commons
895-3531

Mon-Fri 9:30-5:00
Mon. evenings 6:00-9:00
Sat
9:30-12:00

6837 Lafci Michigan Drive
895-5103
HOURS:

bag

Mon. 10-8
Tues.-Frl. 10-5:30,
S et.'10-4

P«t Forner - Manager

*You need to attend one information session
Application deadline Wednesday, Feb. 19
—"
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Senate considers resignations, academic freedom, SAGA
At Thursday's Student Senate
meeting several significant issues were
brought before the Senate. It was the
first Student Senate meeting of 1986.
The first point of significance was
the resignation of Senator Shawn
Tortoriello' His resignation left open the
position of Allocations Committee
chairman. Senator Tortirillo sighted
academic problems as the cause of his
resignation.
The Student Senate also elected a
new treasurer. Tom Reude and
Appointment Committee chairperson
Maureen Murphy were the nominees as
Senator Reude was elected in a closed
ballot.
The biggest issue at the meeting was
the issue of the "Academic Freedom
Policy."
"Academic Freedom" is
defined as a teacher's right to teach
courses in the way in which they want,
a Tenure Review Policy was also
mentioned, this would instate an
evaluation policy in which students
evaluations would be taken into deeper
consideration.
Also mentioned was the possibiliues
of a new apartment complex next fall
and the possibility of a Burger King
being built on campus or in the
Allendale area this issue was brought
up because of a 20% increase in the
cost of meals at SAGA, a new Burger
King would give the students an eating
alternative, and may draw support for a
possible bovcort of SAGA

If You Don’t Know

DIAMONDS

Know Your Jeweler
For special prices on diamonds, watches
& jewelry, visit your nearest

F O X ii1

Downtown, Rogers Plaza,
North Kent, and Woodland

tnirryiTimri^TTiTrniy^ii*”
1111111^1111111
m i iiti r m m i i iu y ^
*^ uiijll

Cherry Street
Plasma Center
645 Cherry S.E

IGRANDI
iJvALLEYj STATE / W

j

PROGRAM BOARD
1n 11 1^1 m m i ^ i 11 m 11T111

11 A ti i it i i i

iiiiii

1f t i 1m i l l S

B n o c c h io

454-8251
Hours for donations
M - Th 7 a.m .-4:15 p.rm.
T & F b a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Closed Wednesdays

HELP OTHERS & RECEIVE A
$10 BO N U S W ITH YOUR
FIRST PLASMA DONATION,
PLUS THIS COUPON
$7 for first visit during the week
$12 for second visit during the week

Earn extra income weekly by donating plasma

SATURDAY
M ID N IG H T
lilHiiiiiiiijijiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
SUNDAY 9 pm LA '
$1 w ith GVSC I.D
$2 w ith o u t I.DJk

s
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Editorials
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By O ran Rankin
Editor
Had I known before hand what a
traumatic week the last issue of the
L anthorn was going to cause me, I
would have printed it anyway. But, my
goodness! I have taken quite a large
dose of reactionary reaction. There were
rumors of a Lanthorn burning (in the
tradition of Hitler), 1 have been called a
com m unist (in the tradition of
McCarthy), and there was falk of a
multiple lawsuit against me and the
paper (fortunately, that reaction
evaporated!) Luckily, I have some
wonderful friends who bailed me out of
a few bad moments.
But I have not an apology for any
material printed in the pages of the last
L a n t h o r n . W h ile I w ill be e s p e c ia lly

careful about what gets printed in future
issues, I take into consideration the
nature of a student run college paper.
The readership of the Lanthom is well
educated, intelligent, and critical. The
student body of Grand Valley State will
not get a fluffy social tabloid dedicated.

IpngIsland

to the pursuit of mediocrity! There are
issues to be covered that may be
unpopular, out of the main, or
dow nright controversial. But I'm
hoping to at least generate thought, and
I'm looking forward to printing ccitical,
as well as complimentary, responses to
anything written in the Lanthorn.
Moving to an altogether unrelated
topic, there are several people who

deserve a bigger thanks than I can
translate to paper. A few members of
the staff worked well beyond the call of
duty to help an inexperienced editor
with his first issue, thanks! I especially

want to thank Fred Combs, an
employee of the Computer Center, who
came to get our system back on line
last Sunday (on his own time.)

One last note: Why the Anarchist
Dictionary? Of the many comments I’ve
received, most people ju st can't
understand its purpose and relevence.

But one of the healthiest activities a
person can do is laugh at themselves.
The

Anarchist

Dictionary

is

Its supposed to be
funny! So don't bitch'

m ttte imdlergBDimi: the Free University
T h is IS the n ) I see It. We m at hav» *esn
f tE - Hardy
tu t on Earth tor some perfectly flood reason.' Assistant tum or

With this article, the Lanthorn
\ introduces a new feature. Assistant
| Editor Henry E. Hardy, long recognized
as a leader in progressive thought on
the campus o f Grand Valley Stale, will
present in this space his often
controversial ideas for transforming our
Editor’s note: The following is thel
society,
and Grand Valley State in
second in a seven part series. Reprinted |
particular, into a democratic, free
with permission from the N orth
thinking community of learners.
American Review.

the end of inncxence and
the begg ining o! folly

All. >!i’UI’ri: c

ASIA

•\ mechanics union

- the one . urse not enjoyed by
the p<xir
M m na. i : m

the sin of Adjm writ

lame
Sun uic

faking lite

t""

|

sera'u-.lv
Supe'i.

neighbt >r

The religion >t your

Grand Valley has gone a long way
toward meeting the three goals for the
college which were articulated in the
lead editorial in the last issue of the
Lanthom. We have a democratic student
radio project, WSRX, and steps are
underway to insure the independence and
freedom of the Lanthorn as a student
run media project. It is to the third
goal, that of a democratic, alternative
college to which we will address in this
editorial.
Grand Valley State made a grievous
error in eliminating their independent,
alternative colleges such as Thomas
Jefferson College and William James
-GoaegerThe establishment of the Free
University is the first step in addressing
the needs of those students who are
more concerned with learning for its

own sake rather than being in a hurry to
join the cloned-out coffee achiever
generation that we are taught tp aspire
to (although few actually achieve the'
material benefits which are supposed to
folfow when one gives up their
individuality for the benefit of the
corporate state.)
The Free University will treat all
people as equals, intellectually,
m orally, and politically. Free
discussion-of subjects which have
become taboo at Grand Valley will be
encouraged. For instance, films,
workshops, and lectures may deal with
controversial subjects such as sexuality,
anarchism, and the free discussion of
subjects such as the history of the
American Empire in Central America.
Elsewhere in this issue is a working
draft of the schedule for the first two
months of the Free University. Two
bodies will be established to facilitate
the functioning of the Free University.
Students for a Free University (SFU)
will act as the on-campus_
student-staff-faculty group, while
activities in conjunction with other
campuses and bodies will be
co-ordinated by the Free University
Co-ordinating Committee (FUCC),
which will be composed of Grand
Valley's Thomas Jefferson Free
University and the other bodies which

. will be established at such colleges as
Hope, JC, Calvin, Aquino, Davenport,
Jordan and perhaps Western
WSRX and the Lanthorn. as the free
and autonomous student media forums,
can play an integral role in the Free
— University. These outlets can serve as
vehicles for free and uncensored
communication of the program and
activities, while poetry, music, theatre,
creative writing, dance and the like can
be reviewed or reprinted/rebroadcast
through these democratically-run
.projects.
A discussion with President Lubbers
earlier this year, indicated that the
President would be willing to consider
the re-institution of an alternative
college like Thomas Jeff ’rson if there
was a strong indication oi support from
the students and faculty of GVSC.
Lubbers said that an increase in the
enrollment in the Liberal Studies
program would also be a positive
factor. Some of this tape recorded
interview formed die basis for an earlier
Lafl.thOLi article (The Lanthorn Talks
with President Lubbers, Lanthorn
October 30,1985).
The era of conservative conformism
is over! Join with us in the Thomas
Jefferson Free University to bring forth
into the world a new age of spitiual
enlightenment, love and freedom.

l y

i
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Editorials continued
Former Senate President
blasts Newspaper Board views on r,
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M ark Z apytow ski
G uest E d ito rialist

24 JANUARY 1986
TO: The members of the Executive
Committee of the All College
Academic Senate, and to whom it may
concern.
S U B JE C T :
The
e ff e c tiv e
Administrative Manual portions
relating to the Newspaper Advisory
Board (N. A. B.), and current
observations relating to N. A. B.
functioning.
ABSTRA CT:
The A d m i n i s tr a t iv e
M anual
p o rtio n s
r e la t in g
to
th e
N ew spaper
A d v iso ry
B o ard
(A p p e n d ix B) d ated
12/4/81
sta te in th eir last section that
am e n d m e n t of th at docum ent

can only take place upon the
ap p ro v al of the N. A. B., the
Board of C ontrol, and the A. C.

S. C. (the student government
body of G. V. S. C.)
The
A d m in is tr a tiv e
M anual
copy relating to N. A. B. dated
12/14/ 83 c u r re n tly hold the
sta tu s of a p roposed, but not
yet o p e ra tiv e , ch an g e in the
m a n u a l. T h is is because the
S tu d e n t S en ate w as, in fact,
opposed to such a change, and
was never asked to approve the
docum ent d ated 12/14/83.
The A d m i n i s t r a t i v e ___ Manual.
p o rtio n s re la tin g to the N. A.
B. d ated 12/4/81 re p resen t the
effective
governance
d ocum entation of the N. A. B.
T his is because th e B oard of
see 'Newspaper Board', p. 11

Henry E. Hardy
A ssistant E ditor
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On
In Monday,
Monday. January 20.20, five
fiv e
panelists led a discussion centering on
the civil rights sit-ins and protests o f
the1960's. During the civil rights and
an ti-w a r' struggle, there was
considerable tension between those who
wanted to reform the-U^S, system -of
government, and those who,wished toy;
overthrow it. Martin Luther King's•
writings and speeches reflected the
tension between these two ideals. Up
until 1964, he followed a generally
moderate, reformist liberal platform. By
1967, however, his thinking had
e. ,
, .
.
,
changed, and he openly espoused the
concept o f an internationalist.
nonviolent revolution.
The L a n th o m asked each o f the
panelists to respond to the following
question:
v
“I have a short statement by Martin

. *'
; |f l j
,

* /.
y

^oftoreStojlfet0aSk

times:
til
All over the globe, men are
revolting against old systems of
exploitation and oppression. The
shirtless and barefoot people of the land
are rising up as never before. "The -

... v, . . , i
. "My question is, do you believe that
we should support popular revolutions ,
in countries like El Salvador, Poland,
the Philipines and South Africa, and, if
so, isn't the real solution to support a
revolution here, in the United States?”
■-,

W _V -«

’

P rof. Jim Thom pson, GVSC
D e p a r tm e n t
of
P o l it ic a l
• Science: "Since I have to leave to go
across campus, I would say:
unequivicaUy, yes."
she‘Revolution', p. 12

New Definition of Freedom Needed in U.S.A.?
B radley K oester
staff w riter

V

.-

Faggot, queer, and homo: these are
just a sample of the childish names my
friends and I are experiencing every day

'■

Monday, February 5, 5:15 pm
Tuesday, February 6, 9:00 pm
Thursday, February 8, 12:00 noon

Organizational meeting
WSRX general meeting
TJC Showcase - Art closing' party:
"Strike!” by Henry E. Hardy

Mainsail lounge, Kirkhof Center.
First floor, Lake Superior Hall

here at Grand Valley. These are
infringements on our freedom to
express ourselves however we wish

Monday, February 12, 5:15 pm
Wednesday, February 13, 7:00 pm
Thursday, February 14, 12:00 noon

"What is the Free University?"
Nonviolence workshop
TJC Showcase - video & film show

Kirkhof Center
to be announced
Nelson Mandela lounge - LSH

Monday, February 19, 5:15 pm

Kirkhof Center

Tuesday, February 20, 9:00 pm
Wednesday, February 21, 5:00 pm
Thursday, February 22, 12:00 noon

"The Meaning of South Africa's
Revolution"
WSRX General Meeting
Values clarification workshop
TJC Showcase - poetry reading

Our country was founded on the basis
of freedom, hut what is freedom'’ It
seems that there should he a new
definition of freedom, one that is more
realistic to actual views of the majority
ot Americans

Monday, February 26, 5:15 pm
Tuesday, February 27, 12:00 noon
Wednesday, February 28, 7:00 pm
Thursday, March 1, 12:00 noon

"What is anarchism?"
Free University meeting
Nonviolence workshop
TJC Showcase - jazz jam session

Kirkhof Center
Kirkhof Center
to be announced
to be announced

Monday, March 12, 5:15 pm
Tuesday, March 13, 5:15 pm
Tuesday, March 13, 9:00 pm
Wednesday, March 14, 5:1-5 pm
Thursday, March 15, 12:00 noon

'"The Secret History of Grand Valley"
Free University meeting
WSRX General meeting
Consensus-seeking workshop
TJC Showcase -- Art exhibit

Kirkhof Center1
Kirkhof Center
Mainsail lounge -- Kirkhof Center
to be announced
to be announced

Monday, March 19, 5:15 pm

"The Port Chicago incident - was
it a nuclear explosion?"
Free University retreat planning
meeting
Non-violence workshop
TJC Showcase - dance/mimc
Free University retreat planning

to be announced

"George Orwell and the Spanish
Civil War"
Free University meeting
WSRX General Meeting
Seminar on sexuality
TJC Showcase - guerilla Lheatre
Free University retreat planning

to be announced

Tuesday, March 20, 12:00 noon
Wednesday, March 21, 7:00 pm
Thursday, March 22, 12:00 noon
Saturday, March 24, 1:00 pm
Monday, March 26, 5:15 pm
Tuesday, March 27, 5:15 pm
Tuesday, March 27, 9:00 pm
Wedttesday, March 28, 7:00 pm
Thursday, March 29, 12:00 noon
Saturday, March 30, 1.00 pm
Monday, April 1, 5:15 pm

"American Involvement
in Nicaragua"

Wednesday, April 3, 7:00 pm
Thursday, April 4, 5:15
Friday, April 5 - Sunday April 7

Non-violence workshop
TJC Showcase - film/video
Free University retreat

Mainsail lounge, Kirkhof Center
to be announced
Nelson Mandela lounge —LSH

Kirkhof Center
to be announced
to be announced
to be announced

to be announced
Mainsail lounge, Kirkhof Corner
to be announced
various locations
to be announced
to be announced
to be announced
Nelson Mandela lounge
to be announced

The new definition of Ircedom would
read:
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Lanthorn Letters
t

To the Editor:
I'm glad to see that the Lanthorn is
becoming a real paper. It seems more
professional in the layout, and the fact.
that you are covering more national
subjects. Bad smell permeates campus
.center, and milk cartons make good
decor just aren't news.
If this keeps up, perhaps the
Lanthorn will once again become an
award winning student newspaper. But
from reading the editor’s letter
"Orenthetically Speaking" this new
freedom of expression in the Lanthorn
may not survive. Oran Rankian, you're
doing a good job, fight to the last drop
of ink.
Joe Zapytowski
To the Editor:
I read with interest recent Lanthom
articles on the Rev. King and the
apartheid struggle and, as well, found it
refreshing to see such pieces in a paper
which in the past has been apolitical, if
not entirely redundant. But while I
applaud the Lanthorn's renewed
committment to social concerns and the
liberal agenda, I must protest the
overall character the paper has taken.
Lanthom editors Mr. Rankin
m
t and Mr.
Hardy are wielding a brand of liberalism
which is as unrefined as it is outdated.
References made to anarchy and
revolution, as well as the use of such
shock phrases as "blood of the slaves of
the South African Nazi regime" are
relics of the 1960's, excesses which
demean and ill-portray present-day
liberal thought
As Grand Valley's official
*
student newspaper. The Lant
horn welcomes letters and
comments. We ask that every
letter contain the name and
telephone
number o f the
author.
The author's name
may be withheld, by request,
fro n r publication in certain
cases. The Lanthorn reserves
the right to edit because of
legal or ethical restrictions, or
because of space limitations.
Pubflcatibn occurs every Wed
nesday, with deadline beingthe proceeding Friday at 5:00
p.m. in The Lanthorn offices,
downstairs in the Kirkhof Cen
ter

Also misrepresentative of the modem
left are the Lanthom editors’ untempered
loyalties to the likes of Nelson Mandela
and Philadelphia's MOVE organization, #
whose methods o f violence and
disruption are unacceptable in any
context, however noble their intentions.
True liberalism deals with society's ills
in an open, constructive and realistic
manner, and does not embrace every
full-blown means by which to buck
"the establishment".
Please know, Mr. Rankin and Mr.
Hardy, that you will do little to further
the progressive cause by .printing such
irreverencies as Limerick Comer, using
statements made off-the-record ("The
kids don't need to read about it"), airing
the paper's own dirty laundry on its
very pages and inserting such slanted
terminology as "criminal police
bombings". Aside from being rightist
tactics to begin with, these practices
serve only to undermine the political
left in a region where positive
perception thereof is delicate at best, as
well as damage the credibility of your
paper and your cause. Above all, they
are simply bad form and poor
journalism.
I hope to see reflected in future
Lanthom issues the high degree of
intelligence, sophistication, reason and
maturity characteristic of the modem
left. This very creed cautions me,
however, to be skeptical - and of that I
am sure you will understand.

Lanthorn
i
Letter
Policy

David L. Bush

To the Editor:
At the last student senate meeting of
Fall 1985 I was witness to a most
unfortunate and disgusting spectacle. It
seems that Student Senate President
Dale Robinson had some business to
attend to concerning some senators who
had been caught drinking in the Senate
offices, a violation of numerous student
codes.
After dispensing with some routine
business Robinson wished to settle this
matter, However, friends of the accused
tried stalling tactics right and left to
keep the matter from being discussed.
Finally, Robinson asked the senators
if they wanted to meet or not. I have
never seen such cowardly behavior as
what followed.
With the exception of a handful of
. senators who voted to continue as they
should have and a few who wanted to
hide this dirty laundry, the rest of the
senators abstained: too afraid to do
anything or take a stand.
No wonder the senate accomplishes
so little; most of its members don't
know if they want to meet or not!
Then, to top it off, the senators
reasoned that if they told no one the
whole matter would just disappear.
Fortunately several people were there
who witnessed this shameful display of
cowardice and attempted concealment,
including Henry Hardy who had the
courage to write about the incident for
the Lanthorn.
Now after reading the Lanthorn
article I find that not only does the
senate want to cover up the issue, but
Bob Stoll and Student Services as well.

Classifieds

Condo for nent/Daytona
Beach-Spring Break comes
complete:
Pool, Sauna,
Whirlpool, Nautilus.
For
more information call 5320356.

\A U j:y

10°^ Sim'RCH^
1<ft,
church
cr

If this school has any dignity it will
demand that all those parties involved
in the incident and the attempted
cover-up be severely reprimanded. It's a
sad day when you can't even trust one
of our college's employees to do the
right thing.

James Meernik

To the Editor:
As of January 24,1986-8:00 a.m. I
resign the office of Senator due to
heartless and unfair comments made by
Senate President Dale Robinson, in the
Lanthorn newspaper about the Senate
and Senators.
I also protest the L a n t h o r n ' s
statem ents about our college
administration.
I will be working with other students
and student Government Alumni to
work for democracy and a student voice
on our campus.
Students for democracy will prevail
from those who wish to destroy this
campus and our student body.

David Conklin

The Resume Works. Many
Individuals entering the job
market for the first time have
much more to offer than they
think, yet fail to communi
cate it correctly. This unique
service is designed to indivi
dually review a resume, offer
advice and help put toget
her a resume that works.
Your total cost is $25. Re
member The Resume Works
'for resume evaluation, Inter
view preparation, career
counseling, advice and- en
couragement
For an ap
pointment call 459-2491
after 6 p.m.

“CAMPUS REP NEEDED.”
Earn big commissions and
free trips by selling Fort Lau
derdale, Nassau Paradise, Is
land Carribean Cruise, and
skiing to Vermont and Color
ado. For more information
call toll free 1-800-231-0113.

C iB A N D

4 FINE STORES TO BETTER
HELP YOU!

What do they think, they're trying to do
with this Nixonian tactic.' Is Bob Stoll
in favor of curtailing our freedom of
information? Are Dale Robinson and
Henry Hardy on his enemies' list.

V.

n.\<

Ml I
- !.\ r Hh -STAPH M' 1(1 X A '
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Invites you to w orship w ith us.
Sunday Services
Sunday School

10. 00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
11:15a.m .

sila g e s

If y o u have a h u n g er or desire to hear w hat G od’* w ord

$10-$360 Weekly/Up mailing
Circulars! No quotas! Sin
cerely Interested rush selfaddressed envelope: “Success,
PO Box 470CEG, Woodstock,
IL 60098.

Personals
NEEDED: Two Male Back
up Dancers for a 1986 Airband Concert Please Contact
D.M. at 895-7292.

Wedding dress for sale, with
slip and veil. Worn once.
Beautiful, long sleeved and
high neck. Size 7-8 height'
5’-5’2”.
$100.00.
Call
247-8110.
Journalism tour of Paris, Lon
don, and Chicago. Leaves
right after school ends in
May. Low cost high excite
ment
Credit
Prof. BerLand, Ext. 3645.___________
TYPING DONE, accurate,
professional,
reasonable.
Term papers, resumes, etc.
532-2960.
Baby sitter needed Mon. thru
Thur. 3:30 to 9:00pm, for six
month old baby, 895-4201.

has to say to us in a tro u b le d w orld, we urge you to w orship

J51 Monroe Mall N.W.
2 1 533 Wealthy S.E.

3150 Plainfield
2883. Wilson, Grandville

«■■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ uai

w ith us. F o r tra n sp o rta tio n and m ore in fo rm atio n , please
call 895-6554 or 5 31-8936.

Female Roommate Wanted January-May 1985 1st month
rent paid/$160 per month ♦
utilities. No security deposit
required call 895-7095/Camput View Apt no. 2324.
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Lanthorn Letters continued —
■ ! '
To the Editor:

the offipers' commanding officer. Let
them deal with the situation as I'm sure
they will. You have the power to not
only make yourself feel better but to
also help a trooper-who is perhaps
functioning with misguided ideas of
justice.
Writing to the Lanthorn is no answer
as all it may accomplish is growth to
the problem of bigotry. I’m sure you
realise that judging all or any troopers
integrity on your unfortunate situation
would be unfair. I would hope that
your article has not urged any of our
fellow students to be this unfair.

What are you asking from us Ray,
sympathy or vengence? Stereo typing
for an earring is no worse than stereo
typing for when one eats popcorn. It
sounds to me like you got a ticket that
you probably deserved. From what you
say I would presume you were stopped
and ticketed for having an expired
registration. Your public admission
says that you're guilty so pay the ticket
and quit bitchin. ____ ______ - _
As far as the officers motivation
behind his action he has put himself in
a bad spot From his remarks one
could assume that he acts on
discriminatory urge. He has left
himself open for criticism because of
his unprofessional manner. But what
are you accomplishing by crying to the
GVSC student body about it.
Examine your motive here Ray. If
you desired to correct this situation,
take it to the place that can do some
good. Write a letter or better yet go see

Paul Schultz

To the Editor:
It
was
the
n ig h t
b efo re
Thanksgiving. My midterm exams
were over and my four term papers had
been handed in. I could finally start
thinking about what the traditional

P ictu res P lea se Ltd.
MINOLTA CAMERAS • BATTERIES
RAINFALL GREETING CARDS • FRAMES
ALBUMS • ACCESSORIES
-m

i
E V E R Y MO N D A Y :
30%

as

discount on

enlargem ents

CH ECK OUR P R IC E S !

l>HOUR
PHOTO
We s p e c ia liz e in c u s to m o r d e r s a n d
s u p e r s iz e p r in ts .
MON

FRL SAM- 9PM
sat

bam

lpm

S T O P I N TO S E E US AT :
672 B A L D W IN P L A Z A
P H O N E 457 6 6 2 6

I

PREPARE FOR:

1

Allendale Women's
Christian Temperance
Union Asks . ..

M CAT

Over the long term, cocaine
can severely disrupt the
psyche. Depression becomes
chronic, the user starts hallu
cinating and signs of psycho
sis appear.

TtST PREMUUnCK SPtCUiJSTS SMCt W3«

Call Days Eves S W eekends

Says Arnold Washton a
Director of Drug abuse re
search at Regent Hospital,
NY “Weil before psychosis,
you see Increased irritability,
short temper, suspiciousness especially of spouses, rela
tives, friends and business
partners."

Grand
Rapids
class
begins February 15! Call
for mformation. (517)
332-2539
1111 Michi
gan Ave. Suite 002
E. Lansing, Ml 48-823

Sponsored bv Vernon s Hard

PKawm*Cctu<i m»<*■">» “w *s I*” 1
-

-__________________J

turkeys were going through. After all.
I was feeling pretty cooked myself.
Since I hadn't had too much time to go
shopping, needless to say, I glanced
quickly around me. I tried to decide if I
could stuff that turkey with books
and/or dirty laundry. I know there must
be many of you out there who are
going crazy trying to juggle going to
school, being a parent or spouse, being
active in your church or community,
etc. - all at once. We are all in the
same boat!
We need each other's support! It is a
dilemma for us to give any of our
precious time to this group. It seems
like there isn't any time left to give.
Let’s face it, the only time you may
get to sit on something without a desk
attached is in the bathroom. Well, if
you have drilled holes in those books
you were going to read for your
independent study and hung them there
by the toilet paper roll, too read in your
spare time, you are out of luck.
We, the group of students 25 and
older in this college community, really
need each other in order to get through
these college years. It is a commitment
we've made to ourselves and our
families and it's a tough one to keep.
You have to try not to bum the candle
at both ends. That only gets you
burned out
This is an expanding community

problem cn our campus. I suggest a
drop off box where we can place our
thoughts, ideas, letters, scribblings and
etchings. Put in anything you would
like or. need to say. Maybe we could
then have these ideas incorporated into a
newsletter to exchange information
-among ourselves. Possibly, meetings
could take place. However, there would
have to be several time options. One
meeting could be in the afternoon and
another in the evening, to meet different
scheduling demands. Maybe we could
start with those two groups. Let's hear
some ideas. Input reflects outcome.
Maybe you are going through a midlife
crisis, like going bald. Well, we are all
tearing our hair out, believe me! Let's
support and unload with eachother.
Learn in', yearnin' and wage earnin' can
wear you out!
If you think you are worth the time
and sacrifice to earn an education, then
you are also deserving of some sanity
and peace of mind. Let's get together
so we can maintain our sanity. If I
only find one other person who has
some type of blue or green mold on
their private biology specimens in their
refrigerator, I'll have peace ofmind.
Hang on but don't let your fingers
get nine inches long. We've got a
whole semester to go. Let's hear from
you.
Marguerite Kingstad
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S n ofest '86 m issin g one thing--snow
Rv Karen Sneller
Stuff Writer

GVSC sludenl.s frolic over Robinson field. It wasn’t the Super Bowl, but it was a lot of frigid fun The game was
an opening event of Snofest '86. Photo by Jill Schroeder.

Look us up in The 100 Best
Companies to Work for in
America. You'll read that
Steelcase ..has an extraor
dinary dedication to turning
out quality products-and a
by-product of that dedication
is an iron determination to
do right by its people..."
Steelcase, The Office

Environment Company, leads
the world in the design, manu
facture, and sales of office
furniture. We're the best in our
industry because we employ the
best people. And reward their
efforts with salaries, benefits,
and opportunities for growth
and advancement that are
among the best in the nation

If your record of achieve
ment demonstrates academic
and extracurricular success,
we d like to meet you.
Contact your placement
office to arrange interview times
or write to Mr. Tim Bolema at
Steelcase Inc , P O. Box 1967,
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49501
An equal opportunity employer

We re among the 100 best companies
to work for in America.
But don’t just take our word for it.

Let it snow’ I.ct n snow’ l et it
snow' Snofest 86 h.is begun at Grand
Valley State College, and with it comes
many fun and exciting activities
outdixirs in the tin ft> white sin It which
blankets our lawns this time of the
year.
With the theme of "Ann Animation"
for this year's Snofest, events such as
the ODIF. Sno Ball Throw and Sno
Sculpture Training begin Wednesday
January 29. The snow amusement
concludes Saturday, February 1 with the
Smurfin Saucers and Innertuhe Race
Ski Hill, Daffy's Downhill Ski Race,
and the Speedy Gonzales Skating Party.
The lack of the white stuff has
abready prompted the cancelation of the
Dog Sled races. So let's all do a little
snow dance and say a little prayer
Bring on the precipitation so the
students of Grand Valley State can
enjoy the cold weather while it lingers
with us, and I,et it Snow1I x?t it Snow '

Antiwar suit

‘•' "in !

I e h m , u s o t th e s a m e scat

Si.mli ini. I-r.mV lin vis. a i -me
ihc urns ci ones . cnti.ll i - if." ss ,ii
SiHitheast Asia
Some compulation seiiiei slciks.
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Steelcase Interviews:
February 25,1986

.
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At Large
Ellen
Goodman

BOSTON--There was a time when
we used to call them "sin taxes.” In
that earlier and moralistic age, the
government was encouraged to punish
smokers and drinkers for their sins by
slapping them with a stiff excise tax.
This national pay-as-you-go-to-hell
program lasted well into the mid-20th
century with time out for Prohibition.
Then, gradually, sin began to go out of
fashion. Today, smoking is no longer
the hall mark of a loose woman except
in retrospective Virginia Slims ads.
Not even the Salvation Army describes
alcoholics as sinners anymore.
But there is a movement in the land
to raise up the excise taxes from the
half-dead. One coalition of groups is
lobbying to tax cigarettes at a higher
rate and now another wants to up the
federal ante on alcohol.
This time they aren't crusading to tax
people for the sake of their souls. They
are campaigning to save their bodies.
Last week, the National Alcohol Tax
Coalition-one part Women's Christian
Temperance Union, ten parts medical
establishment-introduced its plan. It is
not,
they
in sist,
the
sam e

Disappointment. Agony. Dispair.
Jubilation. Excitation. Murder. Bears
46 -- Patriots 10.
- Talk about the thrill of victory, the
Chicago Bears defeated the New
England Patriots so terribly that the
biggest sports event of the year was
boring.
Super Bowl XX will go down in
history as the worst mismatch ever.
The Bears scored more points than any
prior Super Bowl champion. Las
kegas bookies gave ten points to
anvone dumb enough to have faith in
the Pats It's fortunate that I wasn't
able to be in Nevada, because 1 would
have been another one of those
du mmies
Yes, unfortunately. 1 cheered tor the
Pats last Sunday -- a mistake 1 have
lived to regret. Richard Dent, Mike
s in p Ie Lj r/, Wilbur Marshall and
.''mpany nulified the Pats potent
mnnina^jame, which featured two 1000
v.cr(Marshes That left the Pats fate in
’he hands of Tony Eason, who was
juu.k to get rid of it before a Bear
defender lowered the boom When
F ason was on the mark his receivers
'a,led to hold on to the bali.

The return of
the "Sin Tax"?

"old-fashidned "sin taxes.’" Their hopes
are labeled "health taxes.”
The coalition makes a good case for
an alcohol tax increase on purely
economic grounds. Doubling the tax
on hard alcohol would restore it to 1974
levels, when you adjust the value of the
dollar. Their other proposal would tax
the alcoholic content of beer and wine
so that it would be on a par with hard
liquor. They estimate that the whole
thing would bring in $12 billion a year
to cut the deficit
But the motive is more subtle than
the price tag. The modem demon in
rum is its health effects. The alcohol
taxers hope, as do the cigarette taxers,
that raising the costs will lower the
consumption, especially by the young.
As Michael Jacobson, head of the
Center for Science in the Public
Interest, says up-front:
"W e’re
interested in reducing drinking, not
stopping drinking.
W e're not
teetotalers, but we want to promote the
public health while raising tax
revenues."

Well, I support this argument and
these new taxes. But I can’t help

The main attractions came during the
commercials, or the commercials that
weren't. For the first time ever a
commercial ran showing nothing except
the time passing-by. Did you see
Herb? Oh boy, was that the highlight
of the day or what?
Well actually, the highlight of the
day was The Fridge, William Perry.
Just when you thought refrigerator was
a household word. Perry emerged as the
biggest endorsement figure since the
elephant on the Timex watch
commercials. His touchdown Sunday
only made the Patriots look more
pathetic If his pass attempt had been
successful, we would've never heard the
end of it.
Walter
Payton received a
long-awaited Super Bowl ring.
Unfortunately, the Patriots' Julius
Adams, a veteran of 15 NFL seasons,
didn t. To the victor belongs the
spoils, and PL this one smelled
spoiled. The Patriots should have qua
while Lhev were ahead tand so li The
saddest part is that we must wait a
whole sear before the Bears win another
Super Bow I

noticing the shifting grounds on which
the /iew arguments rest Today we are
less likely to apply a moral measure to
human behavior than a health measure.
We
have
sw itc h e d
from
damnation-prevention programs to
sickness prevention.
It is particularly true of smoking and
drinking, but not exclusively. When
was the last time that anyone accused
an overweight friend of the sin of
gluttony?
We may tallk about
willpower, the bakery may name its
best-selling dessert "Chocolate Sin,”
but it's the rare person who says that
being fat is being bad. We say, albeit
piously, that it's bad for you.
Nor is sloth any longer a sin against
God. It has become a crime against
your heart vessels. We no longer win
or lose points for the life in the
hereafter but for extending the here and
now. The new chosen people are those
who rate high on the cardiovascular
fit-parade charts.

Even premarital sex has undergone a
slight shift. Once we believed that God
would punish those who committed the
act. Now many Americans are less

anxious about the immorality than
about catching a sexually transmitted
disease.
I suppose that some of this is the
fallout of psychology. As good modem
psychobabblers, we talk less about
right and wrong and more about healthy
and sick behavior. If some acts are
condemned on public-health grounds,
others are justified as "good for you."
Screaming, for example, has been
described as a "healthy outlet" for anger.
Marrying a younger (presumably,
second) wife, was identified by one
researcher as an aid to a longer
(presumably, male) life.
I have strayed a bit from smoking
and drinking. But not onto altogether
foreign turf. By all means, we should
raise the taxes on smoking. Raise
them on drinking. If the young get hit
in the purse or pocketbook, they may
not get hit later in the liver or lung.
Let the heaviest users make their
contribution to the national debt on the
way to the doctor.
But don't try to change the name of
the tax. Smoking may be described as
an addiction and alcoholism as a
disease. But these are still "sin taxes."
It's just that we've changed the nature of
sin. The unforgivable misbehavior of
contemporary life is whatever makes us
sick.
hell.

In modern America, illness is

\
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"Black Moon" doesn't rise high enough
By Todd Saylor
Staff W riter
What happens when the U.S.
government feels the need to obtain
classified information from someone in
the private sector? They don't steal it
themselves. They call Sam Quint
(played by Tommy Lee Jones) to do
their dirty work. This is the premise of
"Black Moon Rising" a story written
by veteran director John Carpenter who
has directed such films as "Carrie", and
recently "Starman". In this film
Carpenter has relinquished the
directional duties to Harley Cokliss
who has created an interestingly
stylistic look.

The film starts out as Quint is
breaking into the Ryland corporation
data library. He narrowly escapes the
bullets of Ryland security with data
tape in hand. The bullet riddled jeep he
drives makes it to a gas station outside
of Hollywood where he deposits the
tape in the parachute pouch of the
"Black Moon" (an experimental car
bound for an auto show in Hollywood).
He then narrowly escapes Rylan^l
bounty hunters, and makes his way to
the auto show.
At the auto show the cars are stolen
by a theft ring sponsored by Ryland.
This is when the film really gets
interesting, especially when you
consider that Ryland has no idea that

the data tape is in the Black Moon.
The film get’s even more interesting
when Quint falls in love with Nina
(played by Linda Hamilton of the
"Terminator") who is the heid of die
theft ring, and also the secret love of
Ryland.
Ryland finds out about their love
affair, (Ryland is so tacky he plants
secret camera's in Nina’s apartment.)
and makes the connection between
Quint and the data theft. Meanwhile
Quint and the owners of the car devise a
plan to get the Black Moon back.
The film concludes in a flurry of
action as Quint steals back the Black
Moon, saves Nina from the clutches of
Ryland, and destroys much of what

Ryland owns.
Stunt coordinator Bud Davis has a lot
to do with the look of this film. With
a script that calls for a good portion of
the action to take place in moving cars,
he has designed an arena of exhilarating
chase, for director Cokliss to work in.
The problem with such a stunt oriented
film is that sometimes it tends to look
a lot like television. In the tradition of
"Dukes of Hazzard", "Night Rider", and
"Miami Vice".
,
All things considered "Black Moon
Rising" is a highly stylized film that
draws much of its potents from action
we have become accustomed to. That's
why I give "Black Moon Rising" a C-.
Now playing at Studio 28.

Campus groups offer spring break trips
By Amy Klofkorn
Staff W riter
Grand Valley students have four
vacation packages to choose from for
this upcoming spring break.
The Grand Valley Program Board is
sponsoring a Daytona trip starting at
$194.
The price includes bus
transportation and hotel accomodations,
for eight days and seven nights. The
buses leave February 28.
Also included in the package are
optional side trips to Disney World,
Sea World, and pool deck parties. Thus

far the trip is only opened to Grand
Valley students. There will be four
people per room. Program Board
m em ber Kelly V ernick w ill be
accepting $50 deposits every Tuesday
and Thursday from 3p.m. to 5 p.m., in
the student activities office at the
Kirkhof Center. The deposit insures a
seat on the bus, and hotel
accomodations. All deposits are due by
February 7. For further information
contact Vernick at 895-3295.
C am pus M ark etin g
is also
sponsoring a trip to Daytona departing
February 28, for eight days and seven

LAKER BASKETBALLt this uteek on UiGV/C—FW

1/30 GWSC
2/1 G1/SC

a Michigan Tech 7 1 50 pm
9 Northern Mich. 7i20 pm

2/3

9 Lake Superior

GV/SC

7 1 50 pm

POP/PROGRESSIVE MUSIC PROGRAMS 9 88.5
Mondayi The Alternative Radio Beat

nights. Bus and hotel accomodations
start at $169, and if you choose to drive
yourself the cost in only $99. This
package includes free refreshments on
the way down, free pool deck parties
every day, and optional^side trips to
Disney World, Epcot Center, deep sea
fishing, and party cruises. The trip is
opened to anyone.
For more
information contact David Wieber at
895-7107.
Campus Trav&l In ternational's
Daytona trip starts at $99.95 without
bus transportation, and at $209.95
including motorcoach. This package

offers your choice of ocean front hotels
to stay at, and also departs February 28.
For more information contact Beth
Paczesny at 895-6999.
For those preferring Fort Lauderdale,
American Travel Services Inc. is
hosting a trip which includes
accomodations at your choice of four
hotels including the Holiday Inn
Oceanside, Jolly Rogers, Three Crown
Hotel and the Coral Plaza. Prices start
at $239 and the trip is open to anyone.
For more information call 791-0326.
S tudents are urged to make
reservations now. Space is limited on
all packages.

EMI
ENTRY DATE
JANUARY 28

Tuesdayi Nuclear Neurotica
Wednesday

1

The Tim and Joe Shout

Thursday! Radio Bertha (also Sat. noon'
Friday 1 Ground Zero
...

uieeknights, 10 pm - 1 am

...

The GRAND VALLEY MAGAZINE returns

SIGN UP AT CAMPUS
REC. OFFICE 82

1

Sunday afternoon at 2 1 3□ on WCVC-FM,
with host Tim Scarpino
KALEIDOSCOPE Subjects coming upi
1/30 The Fate of the Galloping Ghost
|1/31 Memories of a Frustrated Newsboy
2/3 Sister Aimee
|2/4 The Epic of^Bataan
WGVC-FM, 88.5 mHz, is a Public Servlet
of Grand Valley State College

STARTS FEBRUARY 3
MANAGERS CLINIC
JANUARY 28, 7PM

I^
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Freedom
b y B e rk e B re a th e d

stall pott

Can't I have just another cup?
Can't I ome gou just another fiftg cents?
I've got aneur identity
Third best in the world when I made it up.
But! can't use it now.
Can't I have just another cup?
Can't I owe gou just another fiftg cents?
Being prepared for dying
Takes a lot of work, you know.
I've been drinking for ten gears.
I'll pag gou tommorrow.
Can't I have just another cup?
Can't I owe gou just another fiftg cents?

"Loefies and gentlem an o f the city council:
Observe, if you w ill, my proposal fo r the
Monument to Big Business! Yours fo r only
29 m illion tax doflars.”

Do gou have a cigarette?

is D ead

I know.
I'm not supposed to have more than three.
It aggravated mg psychosis.

«KWOULDttoroOUV.-lMflL WECTDOUM

(jrtw-ncotv«R ►Jonoxs o p

th e uxw id . and

H en ry £ . H a r d y

-tu a s t-ftu rw a u e MU0.6AB WW6NA1S. U*> MS

FMECAANOT COME 106»4 AHiCeMBUTOI
u w kx - n m x u Xu . b e d e p u m u e P t onlV

staff poet'

IP TMEC6IS ajMX^W W OPNUOSKW EXRXJS.

There once said some fighters for freedom
Or terrorists, depends how you meet 'em
We'll kill all the commies
And if they threaten our mommies
With abortion, then with bomb's how we’ll greet 'em

BEER, LIQ UO R, W INE,
K E G B EER ,LO T T ER Y
It i c k e t s ,p o s t o f f i c e

There once was a President, quite trying
Who kept his position by lying
Said he, I support apartheid
And its Libya we hate
And nobody knows that I'm dying

H O U RS:

M —TH 7am -11 pm
FRI & SAT 7am- 12 Midnight
SUN 9am - 9 pm
IN STANDALE 453-1007

DO MOT* A D JU S T M ttJR S E T

There once was a writer named Hardy
Some thought he did nothing but party
He wrote limericks
That made the powerful sick
Like drinking too much at Gras Mardi

Newspaper Hoard --------fr, <m p

s

C o n tro l's original conditions
for amendment of the 12 4 XI
document remain unfulfilled.
As the Student Senate President
at the time that the Board of
Control made its approval of
the proposed changes in the
A d m in istra tiv e
Manual by its
vote

that

of

no

12 1 4 X 3 .

such

I

am

change

certain

was

submitted for Student Senate
a p p r u v a 1 No such stu d en t
Senate approval of this material
has ever occured

I he V A. B. has con.si.xta nt ly
failed lo abide bv the outline of
the A dm inistrative M anual in
the current academic year, and
has failed to demonstrate any
serious willingness to do so.
The Administrative Manual portions
relating to the Newspaper Advisors
Board dated I 2.4 X! state in the last
Ne.lion of that document that
amendment mav occur onlv after a tw.
'birds approving vole >f the Newspaper
B ard. and then further subject to the
appr 'v a! >t the Board 4 Control and '
•Ke A (
S C
so jent
g • ernrtien: f <• \ S C
-ee
. * apter < Append.' B page .'
Sec t: .in G p<'ft; >ro dated I 2 4 s ;

I he Administrative Manual copy
relating to the N A B dated 12 4
currently hold the status ot a proposed,
but not vet operative, amendment of the
Administrative Manual Although it is
possible that a two thirds vote ot
approval was made bs the N A B
during the previous '1982-198T
academic vear. this was bv no means
demonstrated by the minutes, to the
satisfaction of the student N A B
membership >t the academic year Xi K4
prior to the proposed amendments
s^mission t. the agenda ■•! the B .ard
•t 1 intr o s >ecember 1 >* i meetmg
' • proposed amendment s pr -gress
• ward effect.senes' a' an 'perat: -rj

with the detinue aproval ot the Board ot
( ontrol, and us possible submission to
the Board by an action of a possible
approving N A B of a previous
ac ademic vear
The G V N C Nnident Senate dud not
approve of anv amendment of the
p<Ttions
relating to the N A B during the
academic vear]'-)*' 1*4X4 In fact, the
student N A B
membership the
Student Senate ccnerallv. and'mvself
most paruularlv js Student Senate
; dent were all :t: opposition u 'he
:m [vised amendment This was tsaaese
we ’e.' •‘‘ere t. V '• me g «»d reason t.
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Newspaper Board
from p. 11
believe the proposed amendment to be
contrary to the best interests of the
student’s newspaper and of the the
student body of G. V. S. C. as a whole.
The G. V. S. C. student government to
this date has not aproved of any
amendment of the A dm inistrative
Manual portions relating to the N. A.
B. All questions of the origin of the
proposed amendment aside, the failure
to gain Student Senate aproval has
g u aren teed th at the effective
A d m in istrativ e M anual portions
relating to the N. A. B. are those dated
12/4/81. The document dated 12/14/83
has failed to fulfill the requirements for

Revolution
from />. 3
Lynn
Bresky
(GVSC
lib riarian ), from audience: "Can I
qualify that question just a little bit by
asking whether Martin Luther King's
concept of passive civil disobedience
would be a useful one?"
H enry H ardy, L a n t h o r n . from
audience; "Well, Martin Luther King
was not a pacifist. He believed in
non-violence, which is something
entirely different."
Tom
Appell,
Michigan
D e p artm en t of Civil R ights: "I
guess I'll take a crack at both questions.
I guess its how you define revolution.
Revolution in the United States and
elsewhere is as American as apple pie.
Its just the way things go. This country

was founded by revolution. The whole
idea of civil disobedience, I sometime
think, needs to come back. I think that
there's often an element of fear involved
in the capitalist system at one point
when they were afraid that it was
simply going to be shut down, and they
couldn't make money anymore. That’s
what got them to the table. That's when
folks like me began to negotiate. I don't
think that we could have done it
without the people in the street. I yearn
for that sometimes. To get back and get
it on. And maybe take this uniform off
for another one."
Walter Bergman, freedom rider
on first freedom ride, May 14,
196 1: "I've listened to these
statements here that Dr. King made, and
I think that the thing that I would say
we must realize is that we can not have
peace in the United States and then have
turmoil in the rest of the world. We can
not have justice in the United States
when we have injustice elsewhere. We
are one world. And we’ve got to act on
that basis if we are going to succede
And now we have. I know, I don't
know how many countries are in
rebellion now There is a rebellion in
the PhilIipines, of course we know that
there is a rebellion in South Africa, we
know that, not only in South Africa
but in one of the ghettos that the
government
of
South Africa has established tha there
has been a rebellion, there s one in
Yemen, and I could go on as we go
around the globe we find a situation
that iv aliriovt prevalent everywhere
"We vc g i to have justice. Weve
got to hj.e peace, not mearly in the
United Stj'e. and we don t have it here,
we've c 't : have it evervwhere Our

amendment which are stated clearly in
the document which is still in effect
(12/4/81.)
A primary reason that the Student
Senate and the Student Senate-appointed
N. A. B. m em bership w ere in
opposition to the proposed amendment
was centered around changes in the in
the com position of the Newspaper
Advisory Board which would have
resulted if the proposal had become
effective.
The current document is weighted
toward the student membership in total
possible votes as compared with the

problem is not a local problem. Its notproblem of our country. Its a problem
of the whole world. And we have got to
fight for justice in South Africa, and
the Phillipines, or we are never going
to have justice in the United States."
H a rris o n J o n e s , co m m u n ity
organizer
and
founder
of
A frican -A m erican D evelopem ent
C o rp o ra tio n : "To paraphrase Dr.
King - I tjiink your question was
already answered by him when he
mentioned that injustice anywhere. He
did not place a restriction on what
anywhere meant. So that could be really
changed in other words into everywhere
has to be dealt with.
"To tie your question in with the
question that followed it in terms of
civil disobedience, it is very significant
to me that that question arose today. I
just returned from Detroit. A lot of
subversives going on. Dr. King as you
know [his birthday]. Bishop Tutu just
left Detroit. It is very significant that
one of the quotes that we listened to
from Dr. King just this morning was
that Dr. King specifically stated that
Negroes were noi participants in civil
disobedience.

"His statement was that Negroes need
the support upholding the Constitution
of the United States. And that the
phrase 'civil disobedience' was
inapplicable in the concept that Dr.
King was coming from. And I think, to
further highlight that, we need to
understand that sometimes that the
interperetation of what is going on is to
be discussed more than what is going
on. And, you know, how often do we
see that when political candidates run
for office that they spend fifteen
minutes stating whatever they stand for,
and then you got three hours of specials
afterwords telling you what you just
heard and saw. Its one of the problems
that took place in the seventies, that
got to be classified accordingly as "the
era of nothing happening." Because
sociologists, psychologists, and
historians, were spending the nineteen
seventies reinterperating and telling
folks of the nineteen sixties who were
already here and know what went on,
what was going on And in the process,
a generation of people got left out.
"So in summation, in response to
the entire question, is basically, ves,
that Dr King was a man who stood on
a moral pricipal And he believed,
according to what he said, that injustice
should be (ought, everywhere The
method bv which that is done, we are
S t . l i debating
'For him. it was the non-violent
approach But 1 do think, as Bishop

comnbined administrative and faculty
voting membership. Voting student
membership consists of four students
appointed by the student goverment
body; the Editor of the Lanthom : one
staff memebr o f the L anthorn staff
appointed by the communications
administrator. This makes a total of six
student votes. The faculty holds only
three voting seats on the N. A. B.
(appointments to be made by the All
C o lle g e
A c a d e m ic
S e n a te .)
Additionally, voting membership is to
be held by an appointee of the Dean of
Students. This makes for a combined
non-student membership of four voting
members.

Tutu said, at the cathedral, in the
Detroit suburb, services, that one of
the things that you have to look at is
that you do not promote an idea with
total disregard for circumstance. Now, I
went to a place called Delphi,
Louisianna, and even in 1968, if a
white person spat upon a black person,
they were too afraid to even wipe the
spit out of their face. And, as Dr. King
said during the boycotts, and the sit-ins,
and the demonstrations, if you teach a
person not to be afraid then you don't
have to worry about anything else.
"And so, to a certain extent, a lot of
the things that took place in terms of
the rubber hoses, the water hoses and
the police dogs was getting people to
no longer to be afraid. And then you
can move into a higher plane, as he did
in Memphis with the garbage strikes."
Prof.
Bill
Baum,
GVSC
Department
of
Political
S c i e n c e : "Interesting variety of

responses to that big question that you
asked. Its too big of a question for an
informed response here and now, from
any one of us. Maybe, collectively
something has been realized. But 1
would, since I know that many of you,
especially those of you sitting on the
floor are in the Grand Valley
community, I think that all that has
gone on in the last hour and a half
would suggest that finally, if you care
about these kinds of things, there is
just no substitute for coming to grips
with the history, the law, the other
things which are related. And having
your own education. And 1 was never so
impressed by this until I started

The proposed amendment of the Manual
would remove the voting advantage held
by the student membership by the
addition of one faculty and the removal
of two student members of the N. A. B.
- these being the Editor who is
relegated to nonvoting ex-officio
membership and the Lanthorn staff
m em b er
a p p o in te d
by
the
communications administrator whose
membership is entirely elim inated
according to the proposed amendment.
This would have made for a total of
four student votes as opposed to five
non-student votes on the N. A. B.

see 'Newspaper Board', p. 13

organizing a course called, "Blacks and
the U. S. Constitution." It just started,
. in fact the the first class was today, on
the Martin Luther King's day. And a
man from Grand Rapids, he must be in
his seventies. I'm not even sure that
he's a high school graduate.
"But he finally; the time of his
realization was when he got to be about
sixty, he got turned on to Alex Haley's
"Roots" that's all that he's been doing
for the last fifteen years. Not all, but
that's been the brunt of it. And so, he's
cared about his roots, he's gone back
into his family on both sides back into
the eighteenth century.

"And here he was, the first lecture
he'd ever given. He was at this podium.
It was like he had been doing it all of
his life. I couldn’t believe what a
wonderful outline he gave of when the
first blacks were brought to America,
and their experience here. And he
outlined the way in which the laws
developed, in early Colonial America.
"And I just want to say to you
people here on this campus particularly
since you have access to it: I hope you
will come hear the guests that we have
here, because if you get a chance just to
drop in at noon, on Mondays and
Fridays and hear some of these people.
He's coming back, incidently, next
Monday, and he's going to trace his
family roots on both sides into the
eighteenth century. We have Yolanda
King, Martin Luther King's daughter, is
coming here in April. We have Dennis
Archer, the new appointee to the
Michigan Supreme Court, coming here
in April. And I'm sorry if this sounds
like a plug for the course, but it is."

King Week is a big success
Susan Newman
Staff W riter
Monday Jan. 20,1986 was the result
of a sixteen year congressional struggle
for a national holiday honoring Martth
Luther King Jr.
Grand Valley State College celebrated
King's birthday by showing films and
having a campus sit-in. The theme was
"Civil Rights then and now" which was
coordinated by Tony Turner.
Students and faculty both, showed
their support o f civil rights by
watching the films and joining in the
sit-in, which was held on the
Promenade deck of the Kirkhof Center.
The films shown were: "I Have a
Dream”, "The Life of Martin Luther
King Jr.", and "The Man and the y
March". After the films the sit-in and i
.paneldiscussionbegm.i

The panel consisted of five people:
Harrison Jones, cmnmunity organizer
and founder of an African-American
Development Corp.; Jim Thompson,
Political Science Professor at GVSC;
Bill Baum, Political Science Prof, at
GVSC; Tom A j^ ellrw h a has been a~
member of the Michigan Department of
Civil Rights for fifteen years and is
also involved in local fair-housing
activities; and Walter Bergman, who
was the first white man to join a
freedom ride on May 14,1961 in
Annistonn, Alabama. Bergman was
attacked by a mob of segregationists
and is confined to a wheelchair as a
result.
The five panel members spoke on the
straggle of the civil rights movement
and the discussion ended with the w ads
o f Tony Turner "The struggle
continues."
r
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Newspaper
Board---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------from p. 12
Another reasop for the Student Senate
and Senate-appointed N. A. B. members
opposition to the proposed amendment
was that the proposal would haye
eliminated the necessity of subjecting
any further amendment of the
Adm in ia m k f c - J M annai portions
relating to the N. A. B to1the Student
Senate for approval. The vague phrase
"the appropriate govemace structure"
has been inserted and "ACSC" has been
removed from the text of the proposed
document, as compared with the text of
the current, effective document
(12/4/81.)

A FURTHER GENERAL
COMMENT RELATING
TO THE CURRENT STATUS
OF THE N. A. B:
In this current academic year, the
Newspaper Advisory Board has been an
utter failure, if one will go so far as to
assume that one of its primary purposes
is to fulfill its responsibilities through
a manner of functioning consistant
with, and not in opposition to, the
Administrative Manual of the college.
The Board of Control's Administrative
Manual draws its authority from the
Constitution of the State of Michigan,
and from the statutes of the State of
Michigan and the Bylaws of the G. V.
S. C. Board of Control.
The Newspaper Advisory Board in the
current academic year has failed to elect
a chair. Robert's Rules of Order are to
govern the procedures of the N. A.1B.,
according to the Ad mi n i s t r a t i v e
Ma n u a l , except where these rules
conflict with procedures outlined in the
Manual.According to Robert’s Rules of
Order, the business of an out-going
chair in an annually selected committee

or board would be to conduct the
election of a new chair from out of its
voting membership (as is also specified
in the Manuall at its first meeting of
the newly selected membership. The
danger is that the chairmenship is
becoming almost a hereditary position
rather than a democratically elected one.
That the N. A. B. fails to hold regularly
scheduled meetings is also in violation
of the Administrative Manual portions
relating to the N. A. B.
Some confusion has existed within the
faculty membership and with the Dean
of Students appointment this year and
last year concerning those portions of
the Administrative Manual which
govern the composition and functioning
of the N. A. B. These individuals have
believed that the proposed 12/14/83
document is already in effect

unwilling to act within aox version of
those portions of the Manual relating to
the N. A. B.) that no N. A. B. has
existed in the current year (and perhaps
also in the previous year). No legal
business of the committee lias been
conducted.
If the A dm inistrative M anual is
defied, then not only are the
students of ih e college delt a
d isse rv ic e - - 1 th e s tu d e n ts ,
fac u lty , a d m in is tra to rs , a n d
employees of G. V. S. C. are
disenfranchised in a very real
and a serious sense. So are the
c itiz e n s
of
th e
S ta te
of
M ichigan. This is because the
G overnor-appointed
rep resen titiv eso f the State of
M ichigan hold an a u th o rity
which comes from the people of

However, a general attitude among
these members of the N. A. B. seems
to be that the Administrative-Manual is
unimportant, as a general rule. I say
this because even in the proposed
amendment the election of the chair is
mandated. Also, this membership is
entirely unwilling to conduct official
business of the committee only when
the proposed document's minimum
quorum of five voting members has
been present, and also in the absence of
an elected chair.

060W. Fulton • Grand Rapids, HI 49504 * Phone (616)456-7881
3 block? east o f John Ball Park
Your Complete Camera S t o r e
'Arden's is celebrating 5 years of success
it their fulton location, and 32 years of business ’

I would also suggest that without an

elected chair (and with the dominant
influence in the committee of faculty
and administrative representation

$3.oooffhaircuts or reg. priced perms
Sue Baker

Open Tuesday^nd Thursday evenings 'til 8 p.m.

J ® .—

core Haird e sig n Qffmison
.

Qppt. 457-4620
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_ _ *

Any "short circuiting" of these
procedures represents the m ost
dire conflict with the soveriegn
authority and interests of the
people of th is state in the
operation of this state college
by
e m p lo y e e s
a n d /o r
Cepresentitives of the people of
the State of M ichigan.

HOTO*MART/AUDIO*VlSUAL, INC.

5$ 3 G R A N D V A L L E Y
$3
ST U D E N T COUPON

En

If the N. A. B. is conducted
outside of the outline of the
A dm in istrativ e M anual then it
ceases to have any legal
a u th o rity .

ARDEN’S

I do n o t believe t h a t such
indi viduals should re p re se n t the
All-College Senate or the Dean
of S t u d e n t ' s
off i ce.
These
appointments
should
be
rev iew ed .

W ith s ty liS t:

the State -- this is the ultimate
source of the authority vested
in the Board of Control. The
A d m in istra tiv e M anual of the
Board is the voice of th a t
au th o rity .

?

/MART

364 WILSON N.W.
Mon.-Thurs. 7a.m .-11p.m.; Fri. &
Sat. 7a.m.-Midnigiit, Sun. 8a.m. l i p m

Gas Line
Antifreeze
Poly-guard

Campbell s Chicken
Noodle Soup

3 for $1

3 for $1
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Lady Lakers cruise 73-60
By Rodrick Wells
Sports Editor
The Lady Lakers took their ride on
the rollercoaster this weekend as they
defeated Oakland University and lost to
Ferris State.
The Lady Lakers dominated a solid
Oakland team as they pulled out a
73-60 victory. The Lakers went ahead
14-13 on a Sue Polus hook shot, and
they led the rest of the way. The Lady
Lakers aggressive defense propelled
them to a 33-23 halftime lead.
Rose Antrim led the Lakers with 18
points, 6 assists, and 6 rebounds. Jill
Meerman pumped in 12 points all from
the perimeter. Sue Polus pulled 12
rebounds for the Lakers.
The Lakers ran up against a fired up

Wrestling team
dominates
By K aren Sneller
Staff W riter
Grand Valley's John Sanderson at
142 pounds captured his 100th and
101st career victories as the Laker
wrestling team topped Ferris State and
Chicago State in a three-way home
meet Wednesday, January 22, 29-14 and
36-9 respectively. Chicago overcame
Ferris State with a 21-9 victory.
Roger Singleton (118), Jeff Alcala
(156) Mike Heinritz (167), Blake
Groenhaut (177), and Mike Gohn
(unlimited) all defeated their Ferris State

opponents.
Scoring for the Lakers against
Chicago State were Roger Singleton
(118), Dan Morris (126), and Mike
Heinritz (167).
The grapplers of Grand Valley will
make their last official home appearance
on February 1 in the Grand Valley
Open.

Ferris State team Saturday. The Lakers
were ahead 26-25 with 7:38 remaining
in the first half. The Bulldogs then
exploded to take a 44-32 halftime
advantage. The Bulldogs controlled the
second half, the closest the Lakers could
get was 2 points with 4:09 left in the
game. The Lakers used so much energy
and eventually ran out of gas, suffering
an 82-77 loss..
Mary Ann Scott scored 24 points,
converted 8 out of 11 fteldgoals, and
added 11 tebounds. Rose Antrim
poured in 22 points. Jill Meerman
bombed in 15 points and gave out 8
assists. Tracy Byrd contributed 9
assists for the Lakers, while Sue Polus
was credited for 6 block shots.
The Lady Lakers are 14-4 overall and
6-2 in the conference.

Beck signs two
With the football signing date for
high school players just around the
comer, Coach Tom Beck of Grand
Valley has signed two outstanding
players from the junior college ranks.
Beck landed Tim Scribner, a 6-2,
215-pound tight end from Grand Rapids
Junior College and John Kostecka, a
6-4, 250-pound offensive tackle from
Thornton (111.) Junior College.

Scribner was an all-stater at Lake
Orion High School and a starter for the
Raiders at JC. Kostecka, is a graduate
of Thom wood High School, and started
two seasons at Thornton.
February 12, is the signing date for
high school fixitball players.

This past friday night, the mens
track held its first r leet of the season in
the Fieldhouse against Hillsdale.
Although Grand Valley had many first
and second places in the meet, they
were overpowered by a larger and more
experienced Hillsdale squad by a score
of 84-39. Coach Bill Clinger said he
thought that the Hillsdale meet was a
good starting point for the team and he
expects to see improvement throughout
the season
Some exceptional performances were
seen from the Grand Valley team in the
meet Bob Verbrugge captured first
place in the triple jump and the 50
meter hurdles, along with second place
m the long jump. Chris Karas chalked
up another first place for GVSC by
winning the 3000 meter run with a
time of 8 <'0 55. Team members Scott
Slone and Dave Woday took second
place in the 800 and 1900 meter runs
respecuvely.
"We re still a young team (freshmen

By John Staten
Staff W riter
Robert Allen and Kevin Dungey led a
strong inside attack as the Lakers
dominated the offensive boards.
Dungey, again, had a strong inside
performance in the first half as his 12
points and Robert Allen's 10 helped the
Lakers to a 44-36 half time lead over
Oakland University.
In the second half the Lakers
continued their domination of the
boards on both ends. But John Johnson
and Pete Shihl helped Oakland fight
back into the ball game and take a
64-63 lead with 8:30 remaining in the
game. But two foul shots by Tim
Ludwick allowed the Lakers to retake
the lead 65-64 for good.
In the final five minutes Robert
Allen hit two key baskets and the
Laker's aggressive defense and strong
rebounding led them to a 78-68 lead
with 2:17 remaining. Oakland was

and sophomores) and it's hard to have
ihe depth the other teams have,"
remarked Coach ('linger. "They're (the
team) a hard working group who have
an excellent attitude towards the sport."
The Grand Valley women's track
team travelled to Windsor, Ontario
Saturday to participate in the annual
Can-Am Classic. Approximately 30
teams from both Division I and II
colleges ran in a non-scoring meet.
Grand Valley did well, with Jean
Mentzer finishing the 1500 meter run
with a tune of 4:52 and ending up ninth
overall in the meet
Other good
performances were given by Marie
Bobrowski with a time of 11:23 in the
3000 meter run and Denise Bush with a
time of 9 7 seconds in the 60 meter
hurdles
"It’s a good opportunity to run
against all different levels of
competition," commented womens
track coach Bonnie Bell. "This wav the
team could compete without the
pressure of having to score. We have a
lot of work to do but I think we re
heading in the right direction. “

forced to foal in the remaining two
minutes and Grand Valley hit a good
Percentage of their foul shots to hold on
go an important 88-75 conference
decision.
Kevin Dungey was the game high
scorer with 24 points. Robert Allen
and Andy Kolp added 22 and 18 points
respectively.
The Lakers strong
rebounding was the key to the .win as
they out rebounded Oakland 45-34.
The Lakers fell 70-68 to a powerful
Ferris State team. The Lakers led
36-31 at the half. Tim Ludwick
pounded his way for 11 first half
points. The Lakers extended their lead
to 14 points with 15:34 remaining.
Then the walls caved in and the
Bulldog's squeezed out a victory.
Andy Kolp scored 18 points for the
Lakers. Kevin Dungey scored 17
points and added 8 rebounds. Tim
Ludwick ended with 13 points.
The Lakers are 10-7 overall and 5-3
in the conference.

Ski team hit by blizzard
By Mike Shrauger
Staff W riter
The Grand Valley State Mens and
Womens Ski Team competed this past
weekend at Crystal Mountain in NCSA
Competition. Fifteen colleges raced
Saturday and blizzard conditions sent
teams home early Sunday.

Paul Thomas finished strong in giant
slalom Saturday morning, but lost out
to a medal by a few hundreths of a
second.
Troy Howland, Kurt
Vanderl6on and Pat Tiemey placed well
to give Grand Valley a top 5 finish in
the giant slalom.
A brutal slalom course, under protest

Track team falls short
By Keith Cornell
Staff Writer

Lakers strong rebounding makes for 88-75 win

by the racers, sent two men to the
hospital with serious- fractures and
lacerations.
Mike Shrauger finished best in the
slalom for Grand Valley and was

seconds off the world class competition
of Michigan Tech.
The womens team was boosted by
Saili Hofweber as she finished in the
top 10 overall again this week. She
helped the women place strong, but it
was a total team effort.
Grand Valley travels to the North
again this weekend for another two day
race in the National Collegiate Ski
Association Competition.

Grand Valley State honors first Hall of Fame inductees L”hon''29

, m

Charles (Chuck) Irwin, Paul , moving to Grand Valley, former
' Detroit Lions star, Terry Barr, was one
Peterman and Patricia S. Baker are the
of Irwin's Central High proteges.
first inductees to Grand Valley State's
v He served in the U.S. Navy as a Lt.
newly formed Hall of Fame.
Commander. Irwin passed away March
The trio will be inducted at the
20,1984.
'
annual Irwin Club Dinner to be held
Peterman,
a
Muskegon native and
Saturday, February 8, at the Amway
graduate of Muskegon High School,
Grand Plaza.
was the first GVSC basketball player to
Irwin is regarded as the "father of
be selected to an All-American First
Grand Valley athletics" and the man for
Team. He was named to Street &
whom the Charles H. Irwin Athletic
Smith's in 1967-77 and NAIA in
fund is named. He was GVSC's first
1977-78.
athletic director and member of the
During his career at Grand Valley
physical education staff. He served in
(1973-78), Peterman played on Laker
that capacity from 1963-1974.
teams which compiled an 88-33 record
Although he was a former football
including three great Lakes Conference
coach, Irwin's insight wasn't limited to
championships. The 1976-77 team
the obvious "big three" of sports posted a 30-4 record and placed 4th in
football, basketball and baseball.
the NAIA Tournament.
Taking advantage of GVSC’s location
P eterm an holds ei ght GVSC
on the Grand river, he acquired several
individual
and career scoring records,
old rowing shells and established crew
his
2,301
total points is second in
as GVSC’s first varsity sport.
career
scoring,
and is third in career
Undaunted by the lack of facilities on
rebounds with 894.
the fledging campus, Irwin concentrated
His coach Tom Villemure, calls
on outdoor sports - adding golf and
Paul, "one of the greatest basketball
tennis next - and using a farm house
players ever to play on the college level
located near the current site of Cedar
in the state of Michigan. Whatever
Studios as a field house.
Irw in’s high standards and firm
convictions are attested to by GVSC
Athletics Director George MacDonald,
who says "Irwin started from ground
zero and built the department. Most of
the things - the rules, procedures and
guidelines that he set down when he
was here still stand today. He was a
teacher, then a coach." Irwin was well
known in the Grand Rapids area for his
oustanding football teams at Central
High School. He coached football at
Central from 1937-1959 and was its
athletic director for four years before

success Paul had at Grand Valley, he
felt the teams success was more
important."
Peterman turned down a chance to
play pro basketball in Europe to
become a teacher and a coach. He
began his coaching career at Caledonia
High School where he earned the
respect of being one of the brightest
young basketball coaches in the area.
His teams posted a 122-28 record with
four 0-K conference championships and
one state semi-final finish.
Peterman died on November 19,1985
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During her playing days, Baker,
maintained a 3.33 grade point average
and was the first woman awarded the
Charles H. Irwin Scholar-Athlete Award
in 1975 for achievement in academics
and athletics at GVSC.
Baker is the first Laker athlete to
return to her alma mater to become a
head coach and in 1978-79 became the
first person to play on and coach a
championship team in the great Lakes
Conference.
In 1978-79 she directed Grand Valley
basketball to a GLIAC title and a
SMAIAW Small College Crown and a
berth in the MIAIW Regionals as the
team finished with a 21-7 record.
The former Wyoming Park graduate
is in her eighth season as head women's
basketball coach and this spring will
mark her sixth year directing the
softball program. The 1985-86 GVSC
basketball team may go down as
Baker's best ever, the Lakers are 14-3
and ranked 13th nationally. Her 1985
softball team was 22-12.
"The two things which made Pat an
outstanding athlete and have carried over
into coaching are her competitiveness

Charles Irwin

Pat Baker
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and desire to win," says Joan Boand,
Baker's former coach and women's
athletic coordinator at Grand Valley.
Tickets are $25.00 for adults and
$15.00 for students. Tickets can be
purchased by contacting Nancee Miller,
Irwin Club Directory at 895-3595.

at the age of 29.
Patricia J. Baker's contribution to
Grand Valley athletics was first
recognized as a player from 1972-1975
and now as current coach of GVSC's
women's basketball and softball teams.
Baker was a three-sport, 111-letter
winner, who participated in one of the
most successful eras in women’s sports
in Laker history. She played on six
Great Lakes conference championship
teams, held the career scoring record at
one time with 711 points, and posted a
36-6 record as a pitcher in softball.

Gary Carter won the intramural one
on one basketball tournament. Gary
was undefeated in leauge play. He
defeated Dennis McMurray in a hard
fought game for the title. In next
week's issue there will be a preview of
the top five basketball teams in
intramurals.
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CENTRAL BREAK
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Program Board Presents
A Spring Break Trip To
Daytona Beach
$194.00

March 3 - 7

Deposit of $50
More Information

mrs

Contact Student Activities
895-3295

